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Off-the-Grid Good
Formation wines are estate grown from the historic Scheid Vineyards located in the Arroyo Seco
AVA in California’s Monterey County. Steeped in wine-growing history, Arroyo Seco is one of
the smallest appellations in California. It is a finite piece of terrain that has always been considered
a top place to grow grapes in California. Of the over 100 California AVAs, Arroyo Seco was one
of the earliest to be recognized. It’s known for its cool climate and maritime influences from the
Monterey Bay, extreme wind, and having one of state’s longest growing seasons. The geologic
formations of the Monterey region were formed many millions of years ago. Surrounded by
mountains, what is even more influential to the wines is what you don't see: the Monterey
Canyon, one of the deepest spots in the Pacific Ocean whose uprising cools the vineyards and
allows the grapes to ripen more slowly and evenly.
Deliciously expressing their origin, the wines of Formation exhibit deep aromas, balance and
structure. 100% estate and Certified California Sustainable vineyards; in fact, Formation’s parent
company Scheid Vineyards won the 2019 California Green Medal Environment Award! The
winery is completely wind-powered.

Formation Chardonnay
Explosive tropical fruit flavors that are the hallmark of Monterey
Chardonnays, particularly ripe pear, pineapple, and citrus flavors with
an undertone of minerality. Just a hint of oak and vanilla add to the
lush and long mouthfeel. Clean, pure and graceful. 100% estate fruit.

Formation Pinot Noir
91 points, The Tasting Panel ('18)
This Pinot beautifully captures Monterey's cool climate terroir. Classic
Pinot flavors of ripe black cherries and earth. The balanced acidity,
silky texture, and mild tannins make this wine very versatile with food.
100% estate fruit from Monterey's Arroyo Seco terroir and N.S.A.
(No Syrah Added!)
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